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Abstract- A major reason for vulnerabilities in web application is lack of adequate knowledge about 

secure coding. An approach to find these vulnerabilities is to use source code static analysis, but 

these tools tends to report many false positive. These problems are addressed by using a framework 

of collaborative testing in which test tasks are completed through the collaboration of various test 

services that are registered, discovered, and invoked at runtime using the ontology of software 

testing STOWS. The composition of test services is realized by using test brokers, which are also 

test services, but specialized in the coordination of other test services for vulnerabilities. The 

ontology can be extended and updated through an ontology management service so that it can 

support a wide range of test activities, methods, techniques, and types of software artifacts.  This 

approach presents a prototype implementation of the framework in semantic WS and demonstrates 

the feasibility of the framework by running examples of building a testing tool as a test service, 

developing a service for test executions of a WS. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 A research effort on security in web applications has been going on for many years, its 

security continues to be a problem. A major reason for this is that many programmers do not have 

adequate knowledge about secure coding, so they leave applications with vulnerabilities[2]. An 

approach to solve this problem is to use source code static analysis[1] to find these vulnerabilities, but 

these tools are known to report many false positives that make the hard task of correcting the 

application[1]. We explore the use of a combination of methods to discover vulnerabilities in source 

code with fewer false positives[1]. Addressing these problems, this paper proposes a framework of 

collaborative testing[3] in which test tasks are completed through the collaboration of various test 

services that are registered, discovered, and invoked at runtime using the ontology of software testing 

STOWS[3].  
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 The composition of test services is realized by using test brokers, which are also test services 

and it is specialized in the coordination of other test services. The ontology can be extended[3] and 

updated through an ontology management service. So that it can support a wide open range of test 

activities, methods, techniques, and types of software artifacts[3]. The paper presents a prototype 

implementation of the framework in semantic WS and demonstrates the feasibility of the framework 

by running examples of building a testing tool as a test service, developing a service for test 

executions of a WS[9], and composing existing test services for more complicated testing tasks. The 

existing system combines the static to report analysis with data mining. Static analysis is an effective 

mechanism to find vulnerabilities[2] in source code[1], but tends many false positives (non-

vulnerabilities) due to its uncertainity.  

These problems are addressed by using a framework of collaborative testing in which test tasks are 

completed through the collaboration of various test services that are registered, discovered, and 

invoked at runtime using the ontology of software testing STOWS[3]. The composition of test 

services is realized by using test brokers, which are also test services, but specialized in the 

coordination of other test services for vulnerabilities. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Web Services: Beyond Component-Based Computing[5] 

 In this paper, the different facets of Web services are identified and a flexible approach to 
engineering complex Web services is adopted in the form of a proposed framework for the 

development of Web services. After the examination of its main constituent parts, it is argued that its 

full potential and that of Web service engineering in general, is realized through the gradual formation 

of a rich service grid offering  value-added supporting functionality and therefore the main desirable 
properties of  such a service grid are highlighted. Furthermore, it introduces the concept of service 

grids as the necessary infrastructure that will enable Web services to transform the Web from a 

collection of information into a distributed computational entity, and identifies open matters and 
current technical challenges for the Web services co`mmunity in association with the proposed 

framework. 

 

Testing Web Services: A Survey[4] 

 The Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm is allowing computer systems to interact 

with each other in new ways. According to the literature, SOC allows composition of distributed 

applications free from their platform and thus reduces the cost of such compositions and makes them 
easier and faster to develop. Currently web services are the most widely accepted service technology 

due to the level of autonomy and platform-independency provided by them. However, web services 

also bring challenges. For example, testing web services at the client side is not as straightforward as 
testing traditional software due to the complex nature of web  services and the absence of source 

code. This paper surveys the previous work undertaken on web service testing[10], showing the 

strengths and weaknesses of current  web service testing strategies and identifying issues for 

future work. 

 

Generating Test Cases for Web Services Using Data Perturbation[7] 

 Web services have the potential to dramatically reduce the complexities and costs of software 
integration projects. The most obvious and perhaps most significant difference between Web services 

and traditional applications is that Web services use a common communication infrastructure, XML 

and SOAP, to communicate through the Internet. The method of communication introduces 
complexities to the problems  of verifying and validating Web services that do not exist in 

traditional software. This paper presents a new approach to testing Web services based on data 

perturbation. Existing XML messages are modified based on rules defined on the message grammars, 

and then used as tests. Data perturbation uses two methods to test WS: data value perturbation and 
interaction perturbation. Data value perturbation modifies values according to the datatype. 
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Interaction perturbation classifies the communication messages into two categories: RP 

Communication and data communication. At present, this method is restricted to peer-to-peer 
interactions. 

 

Testing Web Services by XML Perturbation[6] 

 The extensible Markup Language (XML) is widely used to transmit data across the Internet. 
XML schemas are used to define the syntax of XML messages. A receiving application must either 

validates XML messages, process the data in the XML message without validation, or modify the 

XML message to ensure that it conforms to the XML schema. A problem for developers is how well 
the application performs the validation, data processing, and, when necessary, transformation. This 

paper describes and gives examples of a method to generate tests for XML-based communication by 

modifying and then instantiating XML schemas. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 Finding and correcting vulnerabilities in web applications, and a tool that implements the 

approach for PHP programs and input validation vulnerabilities. We proposed the approach and the 

tool search for vulnerabilities using a combination of two techniques: static source code analysis, and 

data mining. Static analysis tools automate the auditing of code, either source, binary or intermediate. 

We propose an approach for improving the security of web applications by combining detection and 

automatic correction of vulnerabilities in web applications. In this paper, we present a framework for 

collaborative testing in which testing activities are accomplished through interactions among multiple 

participants. We employ the ontology of software testing STOWS to describe the capabilities of T-

services and test tasks for the registration, discovery, and invocation of T-services. The knowledge 

intensive composition of T-services are realized by the development and employment of test brokers, 

which are also T-services. Our results suggest that the tool is capable of finding and correcting the 

vulnerabilities from the classes it was programmed to handle 

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

Taint analysis 

 Parsing the source code, generating an abstract syntax tree (AST), doing taint analysis based 

on the AST, and generating trees describing candidate vulnerable control-flow paths (from an entry 

point to a sensitive sink). For every sensitive sink that was found to be reached by tainted input, it 

tracks the path from that sink to the entry point using the tables and trees just mentioned. Along the 

track paths, the vectors of attribute are collected and classified by the data mining algorithm as true 

positive, or false positive. Note that we use the terms true positive and false positive to express that an 

alarm raised by the taint analyzer is correct or incorrect. These terms do not mean the true and false 

positive rates resulting from the data mining algorithm, which measure its precision and accuracy. If 

we could track the user inputs and verify if they reach some functions, then we could detect the 

vulnerability. 

 

Data Mining 

 Obtaining attributes from the candidate vulnerable control-flow paths, and using the top 3 

classifiers to predict if each candidate vulnerability is a false positive or not. In the presence of a false 

positive, use induction rules to present the relation between the attributes that classified it. A set of 

attributes that characterize the positive-string manipulation, validation, manipulation in SQL queries. 

We define a process to evaluate machine learning classifiers to choose the best that classify our 

instances with high accuracy and precision. 
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Code Correction: 

 Given the control-flow path trees of vulnerabilities (predicted not to be false positives), 

identifying the vulnerabilities, the fixes to insert, and the places where they have to be inserted; 

assessing the probabilities of the vulnerabilities being false positives; and modifying the source code 

with the fixes. The code correct or picks the paths classified as true positives to signal the tainted 

inputs to be sanitized using the tables and trees mentioned above. For that purpose, our machine 

learning approach allows us to identify combinations of attributes that are correlated with the presence 

of false positives, i.e., what attributes justify the classification of false positives. To show this 

correlation, we use induction or coverage rules for classifying the instances, and for presenting the 

attributes combination to that classification. 

 

Feed Back  & Predictor 

 Providing feedback to the programmer based on the data collected in the previous steps 

Predicts if a candidate vulnerability is a false positive or a true vulnerability. It reports the real 

vulnerabilities detected and how they were corrected. Finally, outputs a corrected version of the web 

application and reports the fewer false positives predicted. 

 

Testing 

 Higher assurance can be obtained with two forms of testing, specifically program mutation to 

verify if the fixes do their function, and regression testing to verify if the behavior of the application 

remains the same with benign inputs. This verification is done by checking if these test cases produce 

incorrect or unexpected behavior or outputs. We employ the ontology of software testing STOWS to 

describe the capabilities of T-services and test tasks for the registration, discovery, and invocation of 

T-services. The knowledge intensive composition of T-services are realized by the development and 

employment of test brokers, which are also T-services. 

 
Figure A 
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V. RESULTS 

 The following figure B represents the page which contains the login for the user. The data 

about the user are stored in the database which is connected to the login code. Once the user had 

logged in, the user is authorized and redirected to the corresponding request page. 

Figure C denotes one of request pages. 

 

 
Figure B 

 

 

 
Figure C 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 This paper presents an approach for finding and correcting vulnerabilities in web applications. 

The tool search for vulnerabilities using collaborative framework for testing web applications. Data 
mining is also used to identify false positives using the top 3 machine learning classifiers, and to 

justify their  presence using an induction rule classifier. All classifiers were selected after a thorough 
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comparison of several alternatives. It is important to note that this combination of detection 

techniques cannot provide entirely correct results. This problem is undecidable, and resorting to data 
mining cannot circumvent this undecidability, but only provide probabilistic results. The tool corrects 

the code by using a framework of collaborative testing in which test tasks are completed through the 

collaboration of various test services that are registered, discovered, and invoked at runtime using the 

ontology of software testing STOWS. It presents a prototype implementation of the framework in 
semantic WS and demonstrates the feasibility of the framework by running examples of building a 

testing tool as a test service, developing a service for test executions of a WS, and composing existing 

test services for more complicated testing tasks. 
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